
Dawn Brown, 35, from Durham
‘My sister persuaded me to have a makeover 
– when you have little kids your world often 
revolves around them, not your make-up 
bag,’ says Dawn. ‘I was really nervous about 
trying something new, as I never usually 
wear make-up and haven’t had my hair done 
in months. I also panicked a bit when I saw 
the clothes the stylist had selected for me –  
I never normally wear bright colours.  
But I really love my new look.’
Neil says ‘Dawn used to hide behind her hair, 
which was a crime because she is a gorgeous 
woman. It was very dry, so before adding a more 
flattering golden tone, I applied an intensive 
conditioning treatment. After cutting off the dry 
ends, I showed Dawn how versatile her medium-
length style could be by using rollers on semi-dry 
hair. It took just 10 minutes to create this glam 
bouncy look. I rolled it up, blasted it with heat and 
spritzed it, before removing the rollers and gently 
finger-combing to soften the curls.’
Nina says ‘Dawn has great skin, and the most 
enormous eyes – she reminds me of a young 
Twiggy. To help balance out her round eyes,  
I used a soft dark-brown kohl pencil, blasting  
the tip for a second with a hot hairdryer so it  
was easy to dot along 
the upper lid. Using a 
cotton bud, I teased  
the line out beyond the 
natural lash line to give 
her a sexy cat’s-eye look. 
I also gave her striking 
lips by using a rich 
raspberry-red shade.’

Enhances features
Look 3

Watch the 
action
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Before
For you tip  
‘Matte lip shades are 
huge this season, and 
are more flattering than a
gloss – especially for 
thinner lips,’ says Nina.
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The kit
Tesco Proflex Volume 
Boosting Mousse, 
£2·04/150ml; HG  
self Grip rollers, 
£6·15; diego dalla 
Palma Antiage 
Lipstick 168, £14


